CHAIN NOTES

Fill out your response, and then pass this paper around to the other members of your group to add supporting details and evidence. When you get your original response back, briefly summarize all of the information.

**Question 1**

What effect did dropping an atomic bomb on Hiroshima have on the country of Japan?

*Response*

*Supporting Details and Evidence 1*

*Supporting Details and Evidence 2*

*Supporting Details and Evidence 3*

*Summary*
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Fill out your response, and then pass this paper around to the other members of your group to add supporting details and evidence. When you get your original response back, briefly summarize all of the information.

Question 2
What immediate effects did dropping an atomic bomb on Hiroshima have on individuals in Japan?

Response

Supporting Details and Evidence 1

Supporting Details and Evidence 2

Supporting Details and Evidence 3

Summary
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Fill out your response, and then pass this paper around to the other members of your group to add supporting details and evidence. When you get your original response back, briefly summarize all of the information.

**Question 3**
What long-term effects did dropping an atomic bomb on Hiroshima have on individuals in Japan?

**Response**

*Supporting Details and Evidence 1*

*Supporting Details and Evidence 2*

*Supporting Details and Evidence 3*

*Summary*
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Fill out your response, and then pass this paper around to the other members of your group to add supporting details and evidence. When you get your original response back, briefly summarize all of the information.

Question 4
What effect did dropping an atomic bomb on Hiroshima have on Japanese Americans?

Response

Supporting Details and Evidence 1

Supporting Details and Evidence 2

Supporting Details and Evidence 3

Summary